Unit or space no.
RENTAL AGREEMENT ADDENDUM FOR
DELIVERY ACCESS AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY
This is an addendum to the TSSA Self Storage Rental Agreement dated
(as Lessor) and
Space no.
in the $PD]LQJ6SDFHV
is part of the Rental Agreement.

$PD]LQJ6SDFHV

between
(as Tenant) for
(Self-Storage Facility). The addendum

1. Tenant has requested that Lessor provide access to certain delivery persons for them to deliver goods to the storage
unit rented to Tenant by Lessor.
In consideration of the agreement of Lessor to maintain a key or combination to the storage unit’s lock and allow
2.
access to the storage unit for deliveries to Tenant’s space by the persons, companies, or other entities listed below, TENANT
RELEASES LESSOR AND LESSOR’S AGENTS FROM LIABILITY FOR THEFT, DISAPPEARANCE, LOSS, OR
DAMAGE TO GOODS STORED IN OR TRANSPORTED TO OR FROM TENANT’S SPACE.
Tenant releases Lessor and Lessor’s agents and agrees to hold them harmless from any claims, liability, lawsuits,
3.
and attorney's fees incurred or related to deliveries to or from the unit or storage of goods in the unit. Lessor has no duty to
secure the unit or any items placed in it. Lessor’s duty under this agreement is strictly limited to providing access to the delivery
persons listed below during business hours that the onsite management office is open.
4.
Lessor is authorized to allow the following persons, companies or other entities (“authorized persons”) access to the
unit to drop off any goods or pick up any goods in the unit. If a company or firm is listed, all persons representing themselves to
be employees or agents of that company are entitled to access unless otherwise specified below:

5.
The method by which Lessor shall provide access is by allowing authorized persons to check out a key to the unit.
The sole responsibility for closing the door, locking the unit, and returning the key shall belong to the individual who checks out
the key.
6.
Lessor may, but is not required to, verify the identity of the individual requesting access to the unit, and may refuse
access at Lessor’s discretion. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as creating a bailor/bailee relationship between
Lessor and Tenant.

Date

Signature of Tenant or Tenant’s Agent
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